
Rewards Program 
Cenergim Innovation Ecosystem 
Cenergim Ecosystem consists of an exclusive community of vetted innovators, entrepreneurs, 
and domain experts providing services to innovators who collaboratively co-innovate new ideas, 
products, and solutions to complex innovation challenges. 

Cenergim Rewards Program 
Cenergim rewards program is an incentive program that offers rewards to the members of the 
Cenergim community for performing different types of activities. The program is designed with 
three (3) goals in mind: 1) attract quality Innovators and domain experts to build a robust 
innovation ecosystem that can support the community needs; 2) attract Challengers to submit 
challenges for the community to solve or co-innovate new solutions; and 3) help Cenergim grow 
faster by sharing the benefits with the members of the community for their support by engaging 
in co-marketing activities.  

We believe that offering incentives and perks to our community for their support is the most 
effective marketing strategy for creating a win-win scenario for all rather than spending our 
precious resources in wasteful marketing and sales efforts.  

Joining as a Challenger 
Any technology-based innovator can join for free by registering on our platform and discreetly 
submit a free challenge to our innovation ecosystem.  

Joining as an Innovator or a Domain Expert—‘Innovator’ 
Unlike Challengers, Innovators must go through a stringent vetting and qualification process to 
join our ecosystem. During the registration process we require a private invitation code that can 
only be provided by our staff or members of our community to validate the nomination process. 
Currently, there are three ways to join: 

1. Get invited by Cenergim: our team has significant industry experience and over the 
years has had first-hand experience working many Innovators. Therefore, we know the 
quality of services and solutions that they provide. These innovators receive invitations 
from us and have a very high chance of getting accepted. 

2. Get nominated by a member: Challengers and Innovators can also nominate Innovators 
with whom they have had a prior working relationship and can vouch for the quality of 
their services. Our selection committee will interview and select qualified innovators that 
meet our requirements. 

3. Self-nominate and apply: Innovators without an invitation code can also register on our 
platform and apply for membership. However, the chance of being accepted is 
significantly lower as we require references from credible sources. We recommend that 
these Innovators find a member and ask them for a nomination if the member is willing to 
provide a reference.  



Switching roles as a Challenger to an Innovator 
Challengers who also wish to act as an Innovator and solve challenges can edit their profile and 
request to play multiple roles. However, they also need to go through the same qualification 
process explained earlier. 

Switching roles as an Innovator to a Challenger   
Innovators can also play multiple roles and act as a Challenger and submit their challenges. 
However, they do not need to go through a qualification process. 

Cenergim reward program  
1. Each member gets a private code to share with their network and build a private 

community. 

2. Each code tracks referrals for three layers deep. 

3. Points are collected for various activities and entitle the member to qualify for more 
perks. 

4. Perks include higher discounts and commissions, revenue sharing, priority access to new 
offerings and functionality, priority invitation to participate in solving challenges, 
qualification to participate in premium challenges, and expedited services among others. 

5. Points can be redeemed for discounts and commissions. 

6. A tiered model is used to incentivize higher activity. 

7. Based on the bracket—Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, and Diamond—a % is applied for 
discounts or commissions—2%-20%. 

8. Points last for 1 year from the date of issuance and are deducted on the anniversary date. 

Collecting points 
Members can collect points in multiple ways: 

1. Nomination: help to develop the community by nominating and referring Innovators and 
Challengers. 

2. Reviews: performance reviews rated by Cenergim and the members. 

3. Bonuses: additional points for meeting or exceeding performance criteria within a given 
period. Examples include but are not limited to solving high volume of challenges, 
solving complex challenges, completing a challenge in less than the projected time, 
submitting high number or high $ volume of challenges, receiving stellar performance 
reviews among others.  

4. Cenergim challenges: participating in Cenergim internal challenges issued by Cenergim. 
The reward for these challenges could be combination of cash and points or points only. 

5. Community activity: any activity performed by your private community within three 
layers below you.  



Qualified Activities 
1. Nomination: referring new members of the ecosystem including innovators, challengers, 

domain experts, and expert freelancers.  
These activates can be performed through the Cenergim platform by sending out 
invitations that contain the private ID code. 

2. Co-marketing: participating in promotional marketing activities that indirectly help the 
community to grow and generate revenue. Some examples include blogging, content 
development, events, webinars, educational programs, social media posting, making 
introductions, etc. 
These activities are performed outside the Cenergim system and result in generating 
traffic directed to the Cenergim site. Partners and members running these marketing 
campaigns need to attach and publicize their private ID codes to get the credit for their 
activities.  

3. Community development: conducting business development activities by non-
innovators as a partner to Cenergim. Community developers work with our marketing 
team and the selection committee and help identify and invite qualified Innovators and 
Challengers. They can use any of the above methods to help build the community.  

Qualified Points 
The table below illustrates the type of activities and points for each activity. 

Activity Definition

# of points

Level 
1

Level 
2

Level 
3

User Nomination A new registration 3 2 1

Profile completion 4 3 2

Innovator approval 5 4 3

Challenge submitted (1/$1,000) 1 1 1

Challenge solved (1/$1,000) 2 2 2

Innovator Reviews Challenger rating: excellent-exceeded 
expectation

2 2 2

Challenger rating: satisfactory-met expectation 1 1 1

Cenergim rating: excellent-exceeded expectation 2 2 2

Cenergim rating: satisfactory-met expectation 1 1 1

Challenger 
Reviews

Innovator rating: excellent-exceeded expectation 2 2 2

Innovator rating: satisfactory-met expectation 1 1 1



Keeping track of your points 

This is done automatically by our system. Your total points and tier level are posted on the left 
corner bottom of your profile. 

Tiered compensation model 
Our model has five (5) tiers. As you collect more points, you qualify for a higher tier. Similarly, 
you qualify for a higher percentage of commissions and discounts. The table below summarizes 
the tiers: 

Cenergim rating: excellent-exceeded expectation 2 2 2

Cenergim rating: satisfactory-met expectation 1 1 1

Challenger Bonus $ Submitted: $10,000 - $50,000 ($/quarter) 3

$ Submitted: $50,000 - $100,000( $/quarter) 5

$ Submitted: $100,000 - $250,000 ( $/quarter) 7

$ Submitted: $250,000+ ( $/quarter) 10

# Submitted: 3 (#/quarter) 1

# Submitted: 5 (#/quarter) 2

# Submitted: 10 (#/quarter) 3

Innovator Bonus $ Solved: $10,000 - $50,000 ($/quarter) 3

$ Solved: $50,000 - $100,000( $/quarter) 5

$ Solved: $100,000 - $250,000 ( $/quarter) 7

$ Solved: $250,000+ ( $/quarter) 10

# Solved: 3 (#/quarter) 1

# Solved: 5 (#/quarter) 2

# Solved: 10 (#/quarter) 3

Bronze Silver Gold Platinum Diamond

1 - 100 101 - 250 251 - 500 501 - 1000 1000+

2% 5% 10% 15% 20%

2% 5% 10% 15% 20%



Example 1: Innovator qualifying for a cash reward 
Innovator X has collected 741 points by nominating new members and engaging in co-
marketing activates. This means that X is now a Platinum member and qualifies for 15% discount 
or cash reward based on the terms explained in our Terms of Service.  

Let’s assume that X is selected to solve a $65,000 challenge. According to our Terms of Service X 
will be paid $48,750 which equals the challenge amount minus 25% fee—$16,250. However, as 
a Platinum member, X qualifies for 15% cash reward or a total of $2,437.50 ($16,250 x 15%). 
Therefore, X is paid a total of $51,187.50 ($48,750 + $2,437.50). 

Example 2: Challenger qualifying for a discount 
Challenger Y submits a challenge for $65,000 on February 1st, 2020. On that day Y has 741 
points and qualifies as a Platinum member.  

Y’s challenge is accepted by Cenergim and is solved by Innovator X on March 10th, 2020. Y 
chooses to receive a discount and is entitled to $2,437.50 ($65,000 x 25% x 15%) or 15% 
discount offered by Cenergim. Y will receive a check for $2,437.50 at the end of the March 2020. 

Example 3: Point expiration 
On 01/01/2020 Innovator X registers on the Cenergim platform and receives his private ID code. 
On the same day X sends out 50 nominations. On 02/01/2020 ten (10) of X’s nominations 
register and complete their profile. X receives 10x3 + 10x4 = 70 points. X continues different 
activities and collects 2,300 points within a year. On 02/01/2021 X’s original points collected on 
02/01/2020 are expired and deducted from X’s reward account. Hence, on 02/01/2021 X has a 
remaining balance of 2,230 points. 


